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Status of Current MultiODA Research in
the Optimal Data Analysis Laboratory
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
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This note updates current MultiODA research activity in the ODA lab.

ODA software systems designed for 386-class
PCs and 1990’s main/supercomputers were used
to study alternative linear multivariable optimal
discriminant analysis or MultiODA formulations.1-5 MultiODA identifies the linear model
which explicitly maximizes overall percent of
accurately classified (PAC) observations for a
particular sample. For some applications it is
logical to maximize overall PAC: for example,
modeling used to encrypt an electronic message
for efficient deep-space transmission, thus conserving satellite electrical power. And, MIP45
may also be instrumental in developing calculus
to model finite stochastic processes.6 It therefore
seems natural to wonder why classification tree
analysis (CTA) is the multiattribute statistical
algorithm which is currently the most studied in
the ODA laboratory.7-11
The primary reason is that the only ODA
objective function adjusted to remove the effect
of chance is the effect strength for sensitivity or
ESS measure of classification accuracy—which
CTA best maximizes.12,13 Accuracy is crucial in
research modeling the different outcomes of the
observations, such as predicting which patients
live vs. die. The second answer to the question
is CTA models may be configured to maximize
overall PAC, but research in this area has only
recently begun14,15 so little is yet known. A third
reason is that relatively few phenomena follow a

linear path. Rather, even simple real-world
phenomena often trace a lattice (classification
tree) or circuitous path to their final disposition.
A fourth explanation is that MultiODA requires
greater computing power vs. CTA. And, a fifth
response is that CTA avoids paradoxical confounding by relaxing the legacy assumption that
requires exactly two homogeneous groups exist
in the optimal solution.16
Nevertheless, in addition to the earlier
discussion, significant reasons exist to further
study the MultiODA algorithm. For example,
some class variables may be (nearly) perfectly
modeled for a subset of the sample by using
MultiODA with two attributes. This modelbased variable may be represented as a single
attribute (i.e., a “composite variable”) within a
node of an ODA or CTA model. Two-attribute
MultiODA models may be obtained for much
larger samples than models with more attributes.
If attributes are unit-weighted then MultiODA
problems involving a million observations and
five attributes can be solved in CPU seconds by
a mainframe computer.3 An accurate MultiODA
endpoint with a large N, stable in LOO analysis,
may similarly be treated as a single attribute in
structural decomposition analysis.17
Thus, code that can be used to conduct
MultiODA analyses using modern computer
systems is clearly needed.
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